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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system for manufacturing a thin-?lm magnetic head 
having a means for cutting a Wafer into bars, each bar having 
a plurality of thin-?lm magnetic head sliders Which are 
sequentially coupled With each other, a means for identify 
ing the bar to be Worked to generate an identi?cation signal 
Which indicates identity of said bar, a means for obtaining 
data of said bar in a unit of bar depending upon said 
identi?cation signal, and a means for processing at least one 
Working of said bar on the basis of said obtained data of said 
bar. 

7 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets 
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SYSTEM FOR MANUFACTURING A THIN 
FILM MAGNETIC HEAD 

This is a Division of Application No. 09/175,455 ?led 
Oct. 20, 1998 now US. Pat. No. 6,212,761. The disclosure 
of the prior application is hereby incorporated by reference 
in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a method for manufac 
turing a thin-?lm magnetic head and a manufacturing system 
of the thin-?lm magnetic head. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE RELATED ART 

In fabricating a thin-?lm magnetic head, a Wafer With a 
large number of thin-?lm magnetic head elements is cut into 
roWs so that a plurality of magnetic head sliders are sequen 
tially coupled or aligned therein, and then each bar is 
processed for various Works. In such Working processes of 
each bar, it may be necessary to refer data inherent to the bar. 

For example, control of a properties-determining height 
of a magnetoresistive effect (MR) heat element (hereinafter 
called as MR height), Which control is necessary for fabri 
cating a thin-?lm magnetic head With the MR head element, 
is carried out by lapping an air bearing surface (ABS) of 
each bar. During the lapping of the ABS, the MR height is 
monitored by an electrical signal from a lapping control 
sensor called as a RLG (Resistance Lapping Guide) or ELG 
(Electric Lapping Guide) sensor to correct the bending of the 
bar and to control the stop position of lapping, so as to obtain 
optimum properties of the MR head element. In order to 
execute such process using the RLG (or ELG) sensors, data 
inherent to the respective bars such as RLG center data 
Which are different for the respective bars are required. 

HoWever, according to the conventional bar Working 
process, data inherent to bars of each Wafer are described on 
an independent recording paper, and this paper is transferred 
to the next process together With the Wafer (Workpiece), as 
described in, for example, Japanese unexamined patent 
publication No. 9(1997)-73615. 

Thus, the Workpieces have to be transferred from one 
Working process to next Working process in a unit of Wafer 
causing dWell time betWeen the processes to increase. 
Furthermore, since each bar is visually identi?ed and also 
identi?cation signals or identi?ers are manually input into a 
Working machine, identi?cation of the bar may take much 
time and incorrect bar Working processes may be executed 
due to using of another bar data. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide 
a method for manufacturing a thin-?lm magnetic head and 
a manufacturing system of the thin-?lm magnetic head, 
Whereby dWell time betWeen Working processes can be 
reduced. 

It is another object of the present invention to provide a 
method for manufacturing a thin-?lm magnetic head and a 
manufacturing system of the thin-?lm magnetic head, 
Whereby the bar identi?cation is certainly and easily carried 
out to improve the yield ratio. 

According to the present invention, a method for manu 
facturing a thin-?lm magnetic head includes a step of cutting 
a Wafer into bars, each bar having a plurality of thin-?lm 
magnetic head sliders Which are sequentially coupled With 
each other, a step of identifying the bar to be Worked to 
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2 
generate an identi?cation signal Which indicates identity of 
the bar, a step of obtaining data of the bar in a unit of bar 
depending upon the identi?cation signal, and a step of 
processing at least one Working of the bar on the basis of the 
obtained data of the bar. 

Since the data of bars are extracted in a unit of bar, 
movement of bars from one process to another process can 
be performed by the unit of bar. As a result, each process can 
be smoothly carried out causing dWell time betWeen the 
processes to reduce. Furthermore, Workings of the bars 
obtained from one Wafer can be simultaneously performed 
in parallel. 

It is preferred that the data obtaining step includes a step 
of extracting the data from a table Which stores retrievable 
relationships of identi?cation signals and data of bars in a 
unit of bar. 

It is also preferred that the bar identifying step includes a 
step of identifying a jig or a transfer tool to Which the bar is 
attached. Although it is considerably dif?cult to identify a 
bar from bars themselves because of its small identi?cation 
sign, it is comparatively easy to identify the jig itself to 
Which the bar is attached. Thus, identi?cation of bars to be 
Worked Will become sure and easy, Whereby the problem 
according to the conventional art that incorrect bar Working 
processes are executed due to using of another bar data can 
be solved. 

The bar identifying step may include a step of identifying 
the bar by using a table Which stores relationships of 
identi?ers of bars and identi?ers of jigs to Which the 
respective bars are attached. By using such a reference table, 
identi?cation of bars in each Working process can be cer 
tainly and rapidly performed. 
The jig identifying step may include a step of identifying 

the jig by using a bar code provided on the jig. If the bar code 
is used as the identi?cation sign, reading of the sign can be 
further surely performed than in a case Where other identi 
?cation sign is used. 

It is preferred that the processing step includes a height 
control step of controlling properties of the thin-?lm mag 
netic head by lapping an ABS of a slider of the thin-?lm 
magnetic head, and that the obtained data include data used 
in the height control step. 

In this case, the height control step includes a step of 
measuring resistance values Which vary by the lapping, a 
step of calculating a properties-determining height of the 
magnetic head from the ABS, for example MR height or 
throat height etc., on the basis of the measured resistance 
values, and a step of comparing the calculated height With a 
target height. The obtained data include data used in the 
calculating step. 

It is also preferred that the thin-?lm magnetic head has a 
taper portion, that the processing step includes a taper 
Working step of lapping the taper portion, and that the 
obtained data include data of a chamfer length used in the 
taper Working step. 

According to the present invention, a system for manu 
facturing a thin-?lm magnetic head includes a unit for 
cutting a Wafer into bars, each bar having a plurality of 
thin-?lm magnetic head sliders Which are sequentially 
coupled With each other, a unit for identifying the bar to be 
Worked to generate an identi?cation signal Which indicates 
identity of the bar, a unit for obtaining data of the bar in a 
unit of bar depending upon the identi?cation signal, and a 
unit for processing at least one Working of the bar on the 
basis of the obtained data of the bar. 

Since the data of bars are extracted in a unit of bar, 
movement of bars from one process to another process can 
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be performed by the unit of bar. As a result, each process can 
be smoothly carried out causing dwell time betWeen the 
processes to reduce. Furthermore, Workings of the bars 
obtained from one Wafer can be simultaneously performed 
in parallel. 

It is preferred that the data obtaining unit includes a unit 
for extracting the data from a table Which stores retrievable 
relationships of identi?cation signals and data of bars in a 
unit of bar. 

It is also preferred that the bar identifying unit includes a 
unit for identifying a jig to Which the bar is attached. 
Although it is considerably dif?cult to identify a bar from 
bars themselves because of its small identi?cation sign, it is 
comparatively easy to identify the jig itself to Which the bar 
is attached. Thus, identi?cation of bars to be Worked Will 
become sure and easy, Whereby the problem according to the 
conventional art that incorrect bar Working processes are 
executed due to using of another bar data can be solved. 

The bar identifying unit may include a unit for identifying 
the bar by using a table Which stores relationships of 
identi?ers of bars and identi?ers of jigs to Which the 
respective bars are attached. By using such a reference table, 
identi?cation of bars in each Working process can be cer 
tainly and rapidly performed. 

The jig identifying unit may include a unit for identifying 
the jig by using a bar code provided on the jig. If the bar code 
is used as the identi?cation sign, reading of the sign can be 
further surely performed than in a case Where other identi 
?cation sign is used. 

It is preferred that the processing unit includes a height 
control unit for controlling properties of the thin-?lm mag 
netic head by lapping an ABS of a slider of the thin-?lm 
magnetic head, and that the obtained data include data used 
by the height control unit. 

In this case, the height control unit includes a unit for 
measuring resistance values Which vary by the lapping, a 
unit for calculating a properties-determining height of the 
magnetic head from the ABS on the basis of the measured 
resistance values, and a unit for comparing the calculated 
height With a target height. The obtained data include data 
used by the calculating unit. 

It is preferred that the thin-?lm magnetic head has a taper 
portion, that the processing unit includes a taper Working 
unit for lapping the taper portion, and that the obtained data 
include data of a chamfer length used by the taper Working 
unit. 

Further objects and advantages of the present invention 
Will be apparent from the folloWing description of the 
preferred embodiments of the invention as illustrated in the 
accompanying draWings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a vieW schematically illustrating a part of 
constitution of a RLG Working system used in manufactur 
ing of a thin-?lm magnetic head slider With a MR head 
element according to a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating electrical constitu 
tion of the embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is a vieW schematically illustrating a planar struc 
ture of one of RLG sensors; 

FIG. 4 is a How chart schematically illustrating a How of 
a RLG Working process; 

FIG. 5 is a vieW illustrating arrangement and pattern of 
MR head elements and RLG sensors on a bar; and 
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4 
FIG. 6, Which is constituted by combining FIGS. 6A and 

6B, is a How chart schematically illustrating a How of a taper 
Working process. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

FIG. 1 schematically illustrates a part of constitution of a 
RLG Working system for carrying out a MR height Working 
process and a taper Working process according to a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention, and FIG. 2 illustrates 
electrical constitution of the embodiment in FIG. 1. 

In FIGS. 1 and 2, reference numeral 10 denotes a bar in 
Which a plurality of thin-?lm magnetic head sliders formed 
by cutting a Wafer (not shoWn) are aligned, 11 denotes a jig 
or a transfer tool for the RLG Working to Which the bar 10 
is attached, 12 denotes a bar code reader for reading a bar 
code 13 provided on the jig 11, 14 denotes a RLG Working 
machine for carrying out the MR height Working process 
and taper Working process, 15 denotes a personal computer 
electrically connected to this RLG Working machine 14 and 
the bar code reader 12, 16 denotes a plurality of RLG sensors 
(lapping control sensors) provided on the bar 10 and con 
nected to the computer 15, 17 denotes a RLG database 
having a jig number database (JIGNODB) table 18 and a 
Wafer database (WAFERDB) table 19, 20 denotes an optical 
measuring device of RLG sensor height, and 21 denotes a 
chamfer length measuring device. The computer 15, the 
RLG database 17, the sensor height optical measuring 
device 20 and the chamfer length measuring device 21 can 
transmit and receive data through a netWork such as LAN 
22. Although not shoWn in FIG. 2, a plurality or sets each 
composed of the computer 15 and the RLG Working 
machine 14 can be connected to the LAN 22. 

In this embodiment, the jig 11 is formed by a White 
ceramic material, and a black colored bar code Which 
represents a jig number for identifying this jig itself 
(identi?cation sign) is formed on a side surface of the jig 11 
by laser processing. 

The RLG Working machine 14 conducts control of stop 
ping position for MR height (or throat height) Working of bar 
10, correction of bending of a bar, and Working of a slider 
taper portion in control of the computer 15. The structure of 
this type of Working machine is Well knoWn from, for 
example, US. Pat. No. 5,620,356. 
The RLG sensors 16 are simultaneously formed together 

With MR head elements in the Wafer processing stage. The 
planar structure of one of the RLG sensors is shoWn in FIG. 
3 Which illustrates a plan vieW of MR head element portions 
and a RLG sensor portion of the bar 10. In this ?gure, 
although all the MR head element portions and the RLG 
sensor portion cannot be seen from outside due to an 
inductive head element multi-layered on this structure, a part 
of these layers on the bar 10 is transparently vieWed. 

In FIG. 3, reference numeral 10 denotes the bar, 10a 
denotes an ABS of the bar 10, Which is to be lapped, 30 and 
31 denote tWo of a plurality of MR head elements formed in 
one roW along this bar 10, 32 denotes one of the RLG 
sensors formed in a space area betWeen the MR head 
elements 30 and 31 in parallel With these MR head elements, 
30a and 31a denote MR layers of the respective MR head 
elements 30 and 31, 30b and 31b, and 30c and 31c denote 
lead conductors connected to both ends of the MR layers 30a 
and 31a, 32a denotes a resistor layer of the RLG sensor 32, 
and 32b and 32c denote lead conductors connected to both 
ends of the resistor layer 32a. The MR layers 30a and 31a 
and the resistor layer 32a run in parallel With the ABS 10a. 
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The JIGNODB table 18 is a reference table in Which 
relationships of a Wafer number for identifying the Wafer, a 
bar number for identifying the bar 10 and a jig number of the 
jig 11 to Which the bar 11 is attached are stored. The 
WAFERDB table 19 is a database in Which a Wafer number 
is used as a ?rst retrieval key and a bar number is used as a 
second retrieval key. In the table 19, various Working data 
inherent to each bar are stored so that the data can be taken 
out in a unit of bar. 

The RLG sensor height optical measuring device 20 
optically measures non-lapped RLG sensor height in the 
Wafer processing stage. The optically measured data With 
respect to RLG sensor height hereinafter referred to as MSI 
data is transferred to the WAFERDB table 19 through the 
LAN 22 during the Wafer processing stage. The chamfer 
length measuring device 21 measures a chamfer length, 
namely length of the taper portion of bar 10. The measured 
data of the chamfer length is transferred to the computer 15 
through the LAN 22. 

FIG. 4 schematically illustrates a How of the RLG Work 
ing process in this embodiment. 

Before starting the RLG Working process, data are pre 
pared in the RLG database 17 (step S0). That is, during the 
Wafer processing stage, parameters inherent to each bar, 
Which are necessary for calculation of MR height and 
calculated from measured resistance data from the RLG 
sensor 16 and MSI data from the optical measuring device 
20, Working target values of the MR height and Working 
standards (errors) are stored in the WAFERDB table 19 for 
each bar in a unit of Wafer. Furthermore, each bar 10 
separated from the Wafer by cutting is adhered to the 
Working jig 11, and relationships of the Wafer number for 
identifying the Wafer, the bar number for identifying the bar 
10 and the jig number of the jig 11 to Which the bar 10 is 
adhered are stored in the JIGNODB table 18. 

The parameters inherent to each bar Which are necessary 
for calculation of the MR height and stored in the 
WAFERDB table 19 are calculated as folloWs. 

As shoWn in FIG. 5, a marker 50, a plurality of MR head 
elements 51, 52, 53, . . . , and RLG sensors 54, 55, 56, . . . 

are formed on the single bar 10 in roWs. The MR head 
elements 51, 52 and 53 and the ?rst, second and third RLG 
sensors 54, 55 and 56 are alternately aligned. These RLG 
sensors 54, 55 and 56 have patterns different from each 
other. A plurality of sets, for example, 12 sets of the ?rst, 
second and third RLG sensors 54, 55 and 56 are formed on 
the single bar 10. This 12 sets case corresponds to a case of 
30% shrink magnetic head. Edges 57 opposite to the ABSs 
10a of the MR head elements and the RLG sensors are 
aligned on the same line Which is parallel to the ABS 10a. 
Although omitted in FIG. 5, to these MR head elements and 
RLG sensors are connected lead conductors as shoWn in 
FIG. 3. 

Width and height of the ?rst RLG sensor 54 are de?ned 
as W1 and H1 (,um), Width and height of the second RLG 
sensor 55 are de?ned as W1 and H1—10, Width and height of 
the third RLG sensor 56 are de?ned as W1+10 and H1—10. 

In order to correct a difference betWeen a designed pattern 
siZe on a mask used for making these pattern and an actual 
pattern siZe of the bar, distance (MSI) betWeen the edge 58 
positioned on the ABS side of the marker 50 and the edges 
57 opposite to the ABS side of the MR head elements and 
RLG sensors is measured by the optical measuring device 
20. Then, the difference betWeen the measured MSI data and 
the designed value of 13 pm for example is added to or 
subtracted from H1. The designed value of H1 is 20 pm, and 
the designed value of W1 is also 20 pm. 
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6 
A resistance value R1 of the ?rst RLG sensor 54, a 

resistance value R2 of the second RLG sensor 55, and a 
resistance value R3 of the third RLG sensor 56 are given by 
the folloWing expressions; 

Where RL represents a resistance value of lead conductors, S 
represents a sheet resistance value de?ned by the material 
and thickness of a resistor layer, and C represents other 
resistance (resistance value per a unit of height) such as 
croWding resistance. 

(C+S><W1) and RL can be calculated using R1 and R2 in 
these expressions as folloWs. 

Thus, (C+S><W1) and RL are calculated With H1 corrected 
by MSI data and resistance data R1 and R2 actually mea 
sured by the ?rst and second RLG sensors 54 and 55, using 
the above-described expressions. Then, the obtained values 
are stored in WAFERDB table 19. 
RLG Working process is actually started from step S1 in 

FIG. 4. First, the jig 11 to Which the bar 10 to be lapped is 
adhered is placed on the RLG Working machine 14 (step S1). 
After the placement, the bar code 13 described on the jig 11 
is read out by the bar code reader 12 (step S2). 

Thus, the computer 15 obtains a jig number from input bar 
code data, and retrieves the JIGNODB table 18 of the RLG 
database 17 by referring to the obtained jig number, and 
extracts a Wafer number and a bar number (step S3). 

Then, the WAFERDB table 19 of the RLG database 17 is 
retrieved by referring to these Wafer number and bar number, 
and parameters inherent to the bar, a target value of MR 
height Working, and Working standards (errors) thereof are 
extracted from the table 19 (step S4). 

Then, the RLG Working process for lapping the ABS is 
started on the basis of the extracted data (step S5). This RLG 
Working process is carried out as folloWs. During lapping, 
resistance values of the RLG sensors are repeatedly (at a 
predetermined interval, for example, 10 seconds) detected 
and MR heights HMR at that time are calculated (step S6). 
Then, bending of the bar is corrected to uniform MR heights 
in the respective portions of the bar, in response to the 
calculated values (step S7). If the calculated MR heights 
HMR have reached to the target value, the lapping is stopped 
(step S8 and S9). After the RLG Working process is 
completed, ?nally measured resistance data R1 and R2 are 
stored in the WAFERDB table 19 (step S10). 

In this embodiment, the resistance values R1 and R2 of the 
?rst and second RLG sensors 54 and 55 are detected and MR 
heights are calculated from the detected resistance values. 
The MR height HMR is calculated by parameters RL and 
(C+S><W1) inherent to the bar and by detected resistance 
data R1 and R2, using the folloWing expression; 

or 

FIG. 6 schematically illustrates a How of a taper Working 
process in this embodiment Which is carried out sequentially 
to the RLG Working process shoWn in FIG. 4. 
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After the RLG Working process has been completed, a 
primary taper Working (rough Working) of the bar is carried 
out for a required time With the jig 11 attached to the RLG 
Working machine 14 (step S11). 

Then, the jig 11 is detached from the RLG Working 
machine 14, and is placed on the chamfer length measuring 
device 21 to measure its chamfer length after the primary 
taper Working (step S12). Then, the bar code 13 of the jig 11 
is read out by the bar code reader 12 (step S13). 

Thus, the computer 15 obtains a jig number from input bar 
code data, retrieves JIGNODB table 18 for the RLG data 
base 17 by referring to the obtained jig number, and extracts 
a Wafer number and a bar number (step S14). 

Then, the WAFERDB table 19 of the RLG database 17 is 
retrieved by referring to these Wafer number and bar number, 
and Working standard values of this bar are extracted from 
the table 19 (step S15). 

Then, the chamfer length is measured by the chamfer 
length measuring device 21, and the measured data is stored 
in the WAFERDB table 19 (step S16). 

The jig 11 is then detached from the chamfer length 
measuring device 21, and is placed on the RLG Working 
machine 14 (step S17). Thereafter, the bar code 13 of the jig 
11 is read out again by the bar code reader 12 (step S18). 

Thus, the computer 15 obtains the jig number from input 
bar code data, retrieves JIGNODB table 18 for the RLG 
database 17 by referring the obtained jig number, and 
extracts the Wafer number and bar number (step S19). 

Then, the WAFERDB table 19 for the RLG database 17 
is retrieved by referring the Wafer number and the bar 
number, and the measured data of the chamfer length of the 
bar and the standard values of the bar are extracted from the 
table 19 (step S20). 
From thus obtained measured data of the chamfer length, 

the standard values and the time period of the primary taper 
Working (rough Working), a required time period for a 
secondary taper Working (accurate Working) by Which the 
chamfer length becomes a target value is calculated (step 
S21). 

The secondary Working is then carried out on the basis of 
this calculated time period (step S22). After the completion 
of the secondary Working, the jig 11 is detached from the 
RLG Working machine 14 (step S23). 
As explained above, since WAFERDB table 19 stores 

retrievable data in a unit of bar, the Workpieces in one 
process can be moved to next process by the unit of bar. As 
a result, each process can be smoothly carried out causing 
dWell time betWeen the processes to reduce. 

Furthermore, since identi?cation of the bar 10 to be 
Worked is carried out by identifying the jig 11 to Which the 
bar 10 is attached, the identi?cation of the bar 10 to be 
Worked is certain and easy, Whereby the problem according 
to the conventional art that incorrect bar Working processes 
are executed due to using of another bar data can be solved. 
In addition, since the identi?cation of the bar 10 is carried 
out by using JIGNODB table 18 in Which relationships of 
the Wafer number, the bar number and the jig number are 
stored, the bar identi?cation in each Working process can be 
certainly and rapidly carried out. Therefore, Working man 
hour for retrieval or else is greatly decreased. 

Furthermore, since the jig is identi?ed by using a bar 
code, reading can be certainly carried out than in a case 
Where other identi?cation signs are used. 

Alternatively, if a plurality of sets of a computer and a 
RLG Working machine are in parallel connected to the RLG 
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database through a netWork of such as LAN, a Working 
process such as a RLG Working can be simultaneously 
carried out With respect to bars of one Wafer. 

Although in the above-mentioned embodiment, data is 
used in a unit of bar in the RLG Working process and the 
taper Working process, it is apparent that the same advan 
tages Will be obtained in other Working processes and other 
processes other than the Working processes such as a visual 
test process for a slider. 
Many Widely different embodiments of the present inven 

tion may be constructed Without departing from the spirit 
and scope of the present invention. It should be understood 
that the present invention is not limited to the speci?c 
embodiments described in the speci?cation, except as 
de?ned in the appended claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for manufacturing a thin-?lm magnetic head 

comprising: 
means for identifying a bar to be Worked to generate an 

identi?cation signal Which indicates identity of said 
bar, said bar being fabricated by cutting a Wafer into 
bars, each bar having a plurality of thin-?lm magnetic 
head sliders Which are sequentially coupled With each 
other; 

means for obtaining data of said bar in a unit of bar 
depending upon said identi?cation signal, said data 
obtaining means including means for extracting said 
data from a table Which stores retrievable relationships 
of identi?cation signals and data of bars in a unit of bar; 
and 

means for processing at least one Working of said bar on 
the basis of said extracted data of said bar. 

2. The system as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said bar 
identifying means includes means for identifying a jig to 
Which said bar is attached. 

3. The system as claimed in claim 2, Wherein said bar 
identifying means includes means for identifying said bar by 
using a table Which stores relationships of identi?ers of bars 
and identi?ers of jigs to Which the respective bars are 
attached. 

4. The system as claimed in claim 2, Wherein said jig 
identifying means includes means for identifying the jig by 
using a bar code provided on the jig. 

5. The system as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said 
processing means includes a height control means for con 
trolling properties of the thin-?lm magnetic head by lapping 
an air bearing surface of a slider of the thin-?lm magnetic 
head, and Wherein said obtained data include data used by 
the height control means. 

6. The system as claimed in claim 5, Wherein said height 
control means includes means for measuring resistance 
values Which vary by said lapping, means for calculating a 
properties-determining height of said magnetic head from 
the air bearing surface on the basis of the measured resis 
tance values, and means for comparing the calculated height 
With a target height, and Wherein said obtained data include 
data used by said calculating means. 

7. The system as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said 
thin-?lm magnetic head has a taper portion, Wherein said 
processing means includes a taper Working means for lap 
ping said taper portion, and Wherein said obtained data 
include data of a chamfer length used by said taper Working 
means. 


